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Abstract
As an effort of automating the bridge inspection process, this paper presents a new development of an adaptable tank-like
robot, which can climb on steel structures to collect data and perform inspection. While most current steel climbing mobile
robots are designed to work on flat steel surface, our proposed tank-like robot design is capable of climbing on different steel
structural shapes (e.g., cylinder, cube) by using reciprocating mechanism and magnetic roller-chains. The developed robot
can pass through the joints and transition from one surface to the other (e.g., from flat to curving surfaces). A prototype
robot integrating multiple sensors (hall-effects, IR, IMU, Eddy current and cameras), has been developed by coping with
variety of strict concerns including tight dimension, effective adhesive and climbing adaptation. Rigorous analysis of robot
kinematics, adhesive force, sliding and turn-over failure and motor power has been conducted to certify the stability of the
proposed design. The theory calculations can serve as an useful framework for designing future steel climbing robots. The
cameras and Eddy current sensor is integrated on Robot for visual and in-depth fatigue crack inspection of steel structures.
Experimental results and field deployments on more than twenty steel bridges confirm the adhesive, climbing, inspection
capability of the robot. Video of this deployment can be seen in this link: https://youtu.be/1Wl9Trd3EoM.

Keywords Field robotics · Climbing robots · Magnetic wheel robots · Steel bridge inspection · Structure health monitoring

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Bridges in general and steel bridges in particular are
vital parts of transport infrastructure. There are more
than 607,380 bridges in the United States [1]. Of this
total, 200,000 bridges are steel, and about 25% of these
steel bridges are either deficient or functionally obsolete,
indicating a growing threat to the safety of transportation.
The collapse of several bridges recently (e.g., I-5 Skagit
River Bridge collapse [2] in Washington State in May 2013)
has shown significant impact on the safety of travelers.
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Therefore, the bridges require more frequently inspection in
order to timely monitor their structural health. However, the
current inspection practice is mainly by visual (see Fig. 1)
and manual nondestructive testing/evaluation and hence can
not meet the demand for frequent and adequate inspection
and maintenance [1, 3].

The inspection on steel bridges often takes place at
height, limited/confined space and dangerous environments
or at inaccessible areas sometime (see Fig. 1). These
works demand skillful inspectors, and it is time consuming
and also costly for training and operation. There is a
significant motivation for automating the bridge inspection
and evaluation through the development of climbing robots,
which can seamlessly support the inspectors to complete
their jobs in an efficient manner. Thus, the automated
inspection is an expected solution, in which robot is able
to climb on steel bridges, carry cameras and nondestructive
evaluation (NDE) sensors to collect data and update
infrastructure’s health. However, design and development
of a such climbing robot is challenging because it requires
that the robot is able to climb, adhere (without falling
off) and transition on complex steel structures with various
shapes. In addition, the robot should be able to perform
data collection in the confined space. This paper presents
a new design and development of a climbing robot to
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Fig. 1 Current practice of steel
bridge inspection: rope certified
bridge engineers inspecting the
Golden Gate bridge, San
Francisco, California , source:
NBC April 2018. Detail
available here: https://www.
nbcbayarea.com/on-air/as-seen-
on/Inspections-Continue-at-Golden-Gate-
Bridge Bay-Area-312301361.html

tackle these challenges. The difficult maneuverability on
complex steel structures is overcome through an integrated
design of reciprocating mechanism and permanent magnetic
roller-chains. The NDE data collection is eased by the
development and integration of two 5 degree-of-freedom
(DOF) robotic arms (one on the robot and one on the
operator’s hand) to allow the operator/user to observe and
manage data collection.

1.2 Literature Review

As an effort to automate the inspection process, there has
been variety of implementations of climbing robots for
inspection [4–8]. A notable development of steel climbing
robots is summarized in Fig. 2. A roller chain, integrated
permanent magnets robot was reported in [9]. A legged
robot that can transition across structure members for
steel bridge inspection was developed [10]. The robot
uses permanent magnets integrated with each foot to
allow it to hang from a steel bar. In another case,
a magnetic wheeled robot, which can carry magneto
resistive sensor array for detecting corrosion and cracks,
was developed [11]. Similarly, several climbing permanent
magnet-robots [12–20] were designed to carry non-
destructive evaluation (NDE) devices to detect corrosion,
weld defects and cracks, and these robots can be applied
for inspecting steel structures and bridges. Other efforts
have shown for development of climbing robots for power
plant inspection [21] and bridge cable inspection [22].
Additionally, significant development of climbing robots for
steel structure and bridge inspection has been reported in [4,
23–33]. Furthermore, with industry involvement, a surface
adapting tank-like robot with untouched permanent magnet

mechanism was developed by Inuktun company for steel
structure inspection using camera for visual observation
[34].

In addition to using permanent magnet, electromagnet
was also used to develop a climbing robot. For instance,
electromagnet was embedded on a spider robot’s legs [35]
to utilize the climbing ability of the creature on complex
structures.

Apart from steel bridge inspection, the great effort for
automating concrete bridge deck inspection and evaluation
has been reported in [36–46]. The leading work in the
automated concrete bridge deck inspection is the Robotics
Assisted Bridge Inspection Tool (RABITT M ), which was
developed by the the Rutgers University’s Center for
Advanced Infrastructure and Transportation. RABIT was
integrated with multiple NDE sensors including ground
penetrating radar, electrical resistivity, impact echo, ultra
surface wave and high resolution cameras [37]. RABIT can
move autonomously on bridge deck to collect visual and
NDE data by using the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)-
based localization and the artificial potential field-based
motion planning [40, 47].

Last, but not least, drones are also contributed in
this area. In [48], the author introduced the multicopter
carrying high resolution camera for bridge inspection tasks.
The remote building inspection and monitoring by drone
application mentioned in [49]. The deeper researches for
energy optimization and visual data quality was reported in
[50–52]. Recently, Intel Corp. also involved with the drone
development for bridge inspection [53].

In summary, most existing designs are developed for
particular application with limited functions. Some provide
visual inspection only, and some use untouched magnets,
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Fig. 2 The notable steel structure climbing robots

which cause the robot much heavier. Most existing designs
have fixed distance between the magnet and surface, thus
may not work on different types of surface contours. They
might be difficult to apply on complicated structures of

real bridges that require adaptable, light and effectively data
collecting robot. Drones still get the limitation with energy
issue and are able to perform visual/shallow inspection
only.
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Fig. 3 System interface: Operator controls robot remotely from
ground station via radio links. Xbee modules manage to send robot
locomotion commands and receive data from sensor. A 5-DOF

manipulator holding Eddy current sensor’s probe is controlled by a
haptic device while a keypad handles robot movement. Visual and
sensor data are live on a PC screen

Fig. 4 Steel climbing robotic system. (Left) a simulated robotic arm
on the ground station for remote control. (Middle) the side view of
the robot. (Right) the front view of the robot. The robot equipped with

both camera and Eddy current sensor for visual and non-destructive
evaluation of the steel structure

Fig. 5 Roller chain with
integrated Hall sensor and IR
distance sensors. The IR sensor
is served as a feedback of the
PID control to regulate the
reciprocating mechanism
automatically on different
contour surfaces. The detail of
PID control function is described
on Section 3.1 and Fig. 13
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Table 1 Robot parameters

Length 163 mm

Width 145 mm

Height 198 mm

Weight 3 kg

Drive 2 motorized roller-chains and 1 motorized transformation

This paper presents a practical climbing robotic system
to provide an efficient solution for steel bridge inspection.
The robot can adapt to a wide range of different
types of bridge surfaces (flat, curving, rough) and carry
sufficient measurement devices including cameras and
Eddy current sensor. The proposed small tank-like robot
with reciprocating mechanism features various deformable
3D configurations, which can allow it to transition among
steel structure members for efficient inspection. The robot
utilizing adhesive force generated by permanent magnets
is able to adhere well on steel structures while moving.
The roller-chain design allows the robot to overcome
obstacles including nuts, bolts, convex and concave corners.
To demonstrate the robot’s working principle, it has been
deployed for climbing on more than 20 steel bridges. Video
of this deployment can be seen in this link: https://ara.cse.
unr.edu/?page id=11.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the overall robot design. Section 3 describes
detailed mechanical design and magnetic force analysis
of the robot when moving on surfaces with different
inclinations. Section 4 shows various experiments to verify
the proposed robot design and validate the magnetic force
analysis. Finally, the conclusion and discussion of future
work are presented in Section 5.

2 Overall Design

The overall design concept of a tank-like climbing robot
is shown in Fig. 3 and the implementation of this design
is shown in Fig. 4. The roller-chains embedded with

permanent magnets for adhesive force creation enable
the robot to adhere to steel surfaces without consuming
any power. The control architecture of the robot consists
of low-level and high-level controllers. The low-level
controller handles tasks including (i) converting velocity
and heading command from the high-level controller to
Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) data to drive motors,
and (ii) reading data from multiple sensors for navigation
purposes. The high-level controller is embedded in an
on board computer to enable data processing and ground
station communication. Both controllers fuse sensor data to
provide desired linear velocity and heading for the robot and
acquire data from advanced sensors. Furthermore, the high-
level controller sends data wirelessly to ground station for
processing and logging.

The robot is equipped with various sensors for navigation
as well as steel structure evaluation. There are two video
cameras: one for capturing images of inspected surfaces,
and the other one for guiding navigation of the robotic arm.
There are two 5 DOF robotic arms: one on the robot for
navigating the Eddy current sensor probe, and the other one
for the operator/inspector, who can observe the camera’s
visual feedback then control this arm for manual operation
purposes. The robot uses an IR sensor mounted on top of
manipulator to give the feedback to operator by trigger a
tiny vibrating motor on Haptic device. The robot has two
roller-chains, and each roller-chain is integrated with two
hall-effect sensors, which provide velocity feedback for PID
speed controller. Figure 5 illustrates the sensor’s mounting
for each roller chain as we use two hall-effect sensors, which
are mounted next to each other and close to robot’s roller.

Since the magnet block inside each roller-chain will
move when the robot moves, we can extract the velocity
and traveling distance of each roller-chain after combining
the data from these two hall-effect sensors. Additionally,
an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) is used for the robot’s
localization. Moreover, to avoid falling off, the robot has IR
(Infrared Radiation) sensors mounted in the robot to detect
if a surface underneath exists.

For fatigue crack detection on steel structure, the Eddy
current sensor’s probe (Nortec 600) as shown in Fig. 6

Table 2 Motor parameters

Moving motors Transforming motor

Torque 1.2 N.m (2S Li-Po) 3.2 N.m

Speed 0.12 sec/ 60◦ (2S Li-Po) 0.15 sec/ 60◦ (2S Li-Po)

Length 40.13 mm 60.5 mm

Width 20.83 mm 30.4 mm

Height 39.62 mm 45.6 mm

Weight 71 g 156 g

Voltage 6-8.5V (2S Li-Po battery) 6-8.5V (2S Li-Po battery)

https://ara.cse.unr.edu/?page_id=11
https://ara.cse.unr.edu/?page_id=11
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Fig. 6 a kinematic structure of 5-DOF arm; b executive arm integrating on the robot; c controlling arm for user operation in manual mode

is integrated with the robot. A mini 5-DOF robotic arm
(Fig. 7a) is designed to hold and move the Eddy sensor’s
probe for data collection as demonstrated in Fig. 7b.

Maximum moment on joint 1 in Fig. 7a is described
as

Marm = Parm ∗ larm, (1)

where Parm = 0.3kg is the total weight of the manipulator
arm, larm = 6cm is the distance from center of manipulator
mass to joint 1, so Marm = 0.18N .m. Five motors used are
0.25 N.m-torque-mini servos, which satisfy (1).

On ground station, the operator observes visual feedback
from the camera and then controls a simulated arm (same
scale as the one integrated with the robot) by holding
and moving a probe model. The moving control signal is
wirelessly sent via Xbee module to control the arm on the
robot. Five joint’s angles are obtained by potentiometers
(Fig. 7c) then processed before sending required control
angles to servo motors. An IR sensor is mounted on the
Eddy current sensor’s probe to determine whether the probe

approaches the steel surface or not. When distance from IR
sensor to the surface meets a calibrated number (45mm), a
signal will be sent back to ground station to trigger a tiny
vibrating motor on the simulated arm to enable Eddy data
collection. Additionally, a pressure spring is placed between
the probe and robotic arm to improve sensor’s approaching.
This design helps the sensor’s probe to efficiently collect
Eddy current data on complex surfaces such as weld, rough
or curving.

3Mechanical Design and Analysis

A tank-like robot mechanism design is proposed to take
advantage of the flexibility in maneuvering. Two motors are
used to drive two roller-chains, and another motor is used to
drive the transformation of the robot to approach different
contour surfaces. The robot’s parameters are shown in
Table 1 while the motor’s parameters are listed in Table 2.

A roller-chain is designed to carry 22 Neodymium
magnet blocks with poles on flat ends as presented in Fig. 4-
front view. With each motion, there will be a maximum of

Fig. 7 (Left) Industrial Eddy
current sensor Nortec 600;
(Right) sensor probe for data
collection
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Fig. 8 Pull force over air gap of
10mm × 10mm magnet cylinder

8 magnet blocks contacting the flat steel surface. According
to [54], if there is a gap between magnet blocks and
steel frame, the pull force is significantly affected. The
characteristics of the used magnets (15mm length ×10mm

width ×5mm thickness magnet block) are described in
Table 3 and pull force over air gap is shown in Fig. 8. Roller-
chains are designed to enable the robot to overcome several
real climbing scenarios including transitioning among
surfaces with different inclination levels (0 − 90◦ change
in orientation) or getting rid of being stuck. A reciprocating

mechanism has been added in order to transform the
robot to adapt with different contour surfaces as shown in
Fig. 9. The specifications of the robot’s design is shown in
Fig. 10.

Regarding magnetic force, denote that Fmi is magnetic
forces created by each magnet blocks as shown in Fig. 5.
At each moment there are a maximum 8 magnet blocks
in the chain contacting the steel surface. Hence, we have
the magnetic force created by each robot’s roller-chain as:∑

Fmj
(j = 1 : 8). Since the robot has two roller-chains,

Fig. 9 Reciprocating mechanism for robot transformation on different surface: flat, negative curve and positive curve
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Table 3 Pull Force (P F ) Over
Air Gap of
15mm × 10mm × 5mm

magnet block N35

Distance PullForce P F (Newton - N)

(mm) Magnet to steel plate Between two steel plates Magnet to magnet

0 39.7 73.1 39.7

1 17.1 29.8 22

2 10.1 17 15.3

3 6.4 10.5 11.1

4 4.3 6.9 8.4

5 2.9 4.6 6.4

6 2 3.2 5

7 1.5 2.2 4

8 1.1 1.6 3.2

9 0.8 1.1 2.5

10 0.6 0.8 2.1

the total magnetic adhesive force, Fm, created by these two
roller-chains is:

Fm = 2 ∗
∑

Fmj
(j = 1 : 8). (2)

3.1 Robot Transformation Kinematics

Kinematics analysis of reciprocating mechanism is to
calculate radius of steel cylinder (x), that the robot can
climb on. Table 4 shows kinematic parameters while Fig. 9
presents kinematics of the robot, and Fig. 11 illustrates a
general architecture of the robot’s reciprocating mechanism.

From Fig. 12: x = IC − CR, in which, IC = CF

cos β
=

OF − OC

cos β
=

b − f

cosα

cos β
= b

cos β
− f

cosα cos β
; CR =

e − BC = e − f tanα with α + β = 90◦;

→ x = b

cos β
− b

cosα cos β
− e + f tanα. (3)

→ b = cosα cos β(f tanα − x − e)

cosα − 1
. (4)

Table 4 Kinematics parameters

b 72 mm

b1 45 mm
f 11 mm
e 55 mm
a 33.7 mm
XY 32 mm
γ 12◦

From Fig. 11: y = XZ =
√

XY 2 − YZ2, where YZ =
b1 − OT ⇔ YZ = b1 − OX cosφ; (φ = α − γ );

→ y =
√

XY 2 − (b1 − a cosφ)2. (5)

From Eq. 4, (b1 = b − 27) Fig. 12 and Eq. 5 we get y =
f(x)):

→ y =
√

XY 2 − (
cosα cos β(f tanα − x − e)

cosα − 1
− a cosφ − 27)2.

(6)

The feed screw mechanism has gear ratio is 1 : 19 with
screw pitch is 0.8mm.

From Eq. 6 and the designed gear ratio of 1:19, we can
calculate radius x of the steel cylinder based on rotations
of the transformation motor. The robot is designed to work
on steel cylinders having a smallest radius from +5cm to
−25cm with 7.5cm feed screw movement.

When the robot travels on different contour surfaces,
reciprocating mechanism is driven automatically by the
driving motor, which is based on the feedback from two IR
distance sensors. A PID controller is applied to maintain
the distance between the two sensors and the steel surface
equally as illustrated on Fig. 13. The controller helps keep
approaching area of permanent magnet with steel surface
consistent.

3.2 Sliding Failure Investigation

To understand stability of the robot while climbing on steel
structures, the sliding and turn-over failures as illustrated in
Fig. 14a and b should be investigated.
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Fig. 10 Reciprocating
mechanism for robot
transformation and
specifications of the robot’s
design (unit in mm)

In general case, based on the proposed design, the robot
can climb on different shapes of structures (cylinder, cube
or flat) with different inclination levels as shown in Fig. 15.
In this analysis, we focus on basic working condition-
flat surface to calculate the needed magnets and motor’s
parameters, then do experiments on different surfaces
(curving, cube) in different conditions to find out optimal
results.

Let P be the robot’s total weight (P = mg, where m

is the robot’s mass, and g is the gravitational acceleration).
Let Fm be the magnetic adhesive force, N be the reaction
force, μ be the frictional coefficient, Ff be frictional force,
and φ be the degree of inclination. Denote

∑
F as the total

force applied to the robot. Based on Newton’s second law
of motion,

∑
F = 0 when the robot stops.

Fig. 11 Reciprocating mechanism: a = 33.7mm, XY = 32mm, and
γ = 12◦

When the robot climbs on top of an inclined surface
(Fig. 15a), based on our previous work [30], we can obtain

the magnetic adhesive force: Fm = P sinφ

μ
− P cosφ.

Hence, the sliding failure can be avoided if the magnetic
force satisfies the following condition:

Fm >
P sinφ

μ
− P cosφ. (7)

When the robot climbs underneath an inclined surface

(Fig. 15b), we obtain: Fm = P sinφ

μ
+P cosφ. In this case,

Fig. 12 Kinematics of the robot transforming mechanism: b = 72mm,
b1 = 45mm, f = 11mm, and e = 55mm
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Fig. 13 Examples of different
cases when the robot moves
from flat to curved steel surface:
(Left) positive curved surface;
(Right) negative curved surface.
A PID controller will be
activated to keep the distance of
two sensors D1 and D2 equally

the magnetic force should be

Fm >
P sinφ

μ
+ P cosφ. (8)

When the robot climbs on a vertical surface (φ = 90o)

Fm >
P

μ
. (9)

From Eqs. 7, 8 and 9, to avoid sliding failure in any cases,
the magnetic force should be

Fm > max
{P sinφ

μ
− P cosφ; P sinφ

μ
+ P cosφ

}
. (10)

Since 0 < φ ≤ 90 ⇒ cosφ ≥ 0, the overall condition
for avoiding sliding failure is

Fm >
P sinφ

μ
+ P cosφ. (11)

Assume that the frictional coefficient μ between two
roller-chains and steel surface is from [0.4−0.8], we see that
( sinφ

μ
+ cosφ

)
decreases when μ increases, or we have:

0.4 ≤ μ ≤ 0.8; 0 < φ ≤ 90

⇒ max
{ sinφ

μ
+ cosφ

}
= 2.5 ⇒ Fm ≥ 2.5P .

Fig. 14 a Sliding failure; b Turn-over failure; cMoment calculation at
point O

In summary, the robot’s magnetic adhesive force should be
greater or equal to 2.5 of the robot’s weight. The value
of one permanent magnet, where n = 8 is the maximum
number of magnet blocks contacting to the steel surface,
satisfies the condition (12).

Fmj
(j = 1 : n) ≥ 2.5P

n
. (12)

3.3 Turn-over Failure Investigation

Let l be the distance between first and last magnet block
contacting to the surface, and h be the distance between the
center of mass to the surface (Fig. 14c). Moment at point
O (the point that the first magnet block contacts the steel
surface) is calculated as follows:

∑
M = P ∗ h − 2Fm1 ∗ l = 0 ⇔ Fm1 = P ∗ h

2l
.

To avoid turn-over failure, the magnetic force of the first
contacting magnet block:

Fm1 >
P ∗ h

2l
. (13)

From Eq. 13, to avoid the failure we can lower
h

l
, which

means making the robot’s center of mass closer to the steel
surface. In the proposed design (Fig. 10), h = 4.6cm, and
the total robot height hr = h + 9.231cm = 19.751cm.
Therefore, to avoid both sliding and turn-over failures, the
robot’s magnetic force of each magnet block should satisfy:

Fmj
(j = 1 : n) > max

{2.5P

n
; P ∗ hr

2l

}
. (14)

Following the proposed design, P = 30N, n = 16 magnet
blocks (each roller-chain has maximum 8 magnet blocks
contacting the steel surface), l = 9.8cm, or Fmj

(j = 1 :
16) > max

{2.5 ∗ 3

16
; 3 ∗ 19.751

2 ∗ 9.8

}
> 3(N). We conducted
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Fig. 15 a Climbing on top
inclined surface; b Climbing
underneath inclined surface

some tests as discussed in Section 4.1 to make sure the
proposed design satisfied this condition.

3.4 Magnetic Force Analysis on Curved Surfaces

The previous analysis is only applied when robot moves on
a flat steel surface. However, there are also structures, which
have curving surface, so the following analysis will help
determine the impact of curving surface on magnetic force
created by the robot.

An experiment conducted on different steel cylinder
shapes with real condition to verify the performance of
magnet blocks working on curving surfaces is shown on
Table 5.

Table 5 Average Pull force (P F ) over inside and outside steel
cylinders of 15 × 10 × 5mm magnet block N35

Diameter (mm) PullForce P F (Newton - N)

100 13.5

200 15.5

300 16.2

400 17.4

500 19.3

600 20.9

700 23.2

800 25.4

900 28

flat 32.5

−900 24.4

−800 21.2

−700 19.7

−600 18.3

−500 17.2

Experiment was conducted on 5mm thickness steel with 0.2mm paint
on surface

The minimum pull-force is 13.5N at 100mm diameter
steel cylinder, and this means that it is always greater than
3N , the required force, as showed in Eq. 14.

3.5 Motor Torque Analysis

Apart from the magnetic force analysis, we have conducted
another analysis to determine the appropriate motor to drive
the robot. In order to make the robot move, the force
created by the motor should win the adhesive force of the
last permanent magnet and the steel surface. As shown in
Fig. 16, denote M as the torque of one motor, Q is rotation
fulcrum, i is the arm from Fmj

to Q. Assume that the total
driving force of the robot is the sum of two motor’s forces,
the required moment is satisfied:

M > hr ∗ P sinφ

2
+ Fmj

(j = 1 : n) ∗ i.

When the robot moves on a vertical surface, maximum
φ = 900

M > hr ∗ P

2
+ Fmj

(j = 1 : n) ∗ i. (15)

→ M > 3.16(N .m) with hr = 19.751cm, P =
30N, g = 9.8, Fmn = 39.7N (obtained this number from
the magnet’s datasheet), i = 0.5cm. The selected moving
motor moment is 1.2N .m and gear ratio is 7 : 20, hence the
moment of a robot roller-chain is 3.43N .m, which satisfies
(15).

Regarding transformation mechanism as shown in
Fig. 17, when the robot moves from flat surface to curving
surface or reversing, the transforming mechanism works
to make sure that the roller-chains contact steel surfaces
with best condition. The transformation motor through
mechanical system creates moment (M) to release magnet
blocks from steel surface. However, the calculation gear
ratio of reciprocating mechanism is not simple due to its
non-linearities, as showed in Eq. 5. We choose the special
case when friction is strongest to calculate the moment of
the transforming motor (powering feed screw mechanism).
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Fig. 16 a Robot moves on top of
inclined surface; b Robot moves
on bottom of inclined surface

The moment has to satisfy:
M > Ff ∗ e ⇔ M > e ∗ (k.N) ⇔ M > e ∗ k(P + Fm).

⇒ M > e ∗ k(P + nFmj
(j = 1 : n)). (16)

From Eq. 5 and kinematics parameter of reciprocating
mechanism, it is straight forward to calculate the gear ratio
in this case. The ratio α : y is approximately 1◦ : 1mm.
Besides, the ratio of a : e = 1 : 1.7, and the gear ratio of
the feed screw is 0.8mm : 360◦. As result, a total gear ratio
of whole system is 26.5 : 1. From Eq. 16 and assumption
that system efficiency is 80%, the required moment of motor
is > 1.375N .m. The selected transformation motor with
3.2N .m is satisfied.

When the robot travels on curving surfaces, reciprocating
mechanism is driven automatically by driving the motor
based on IR sensor signals. A PID controller is also applied
to maintain the distance between the IR sensor and the
surface. This is to keep approaching area of permanent
magnets with the steel surface consistent.

Fig. 17 Transformation mechanism with 7 joints to create climbing
flexibility of the robot

4 Robot Deployment

To evaluate design and performance of the robot, experi-
ments for evaluating the magnetic force created by roller-
chains have been conducted. The ability of climbing and
failure avoidance were tested. During the test, a Lipo bat-
tery (2 cells) 7.4V 900 milliampere-hour (mAh) is used to
power the robot for about 1 hour of working. One laptop
which can connect to a wireless LAN is used as a ground
station. The robot’s mass m = 3kg, and if we assume that
the gravitational acceleration g = 10m/s2, the total weight
of the robot is approximately P = mg = 30N . Since
15mm × 10mm × 5mm magnet blocks are used, the total
magnetic force is calculated as

{
Fmj

(j = 1 : 8) = 39.7(N)

Fm = 2 ∗ 8 ∗ Fmj
= 635.2(N)

(17)

which satisfies magnetic force condition as presented in
Eq. 14.

Fig. 18 Experimental setup for magnetic force measurement
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Fig. 19 Adhesive force
measurement in dynamic
condition on non-coated flat
surface (robot moves from right
to left images)

4.1 Adhesive Force Measurement

4.1.1 Static Condition

In order to measure the adhesive force created by permanent
magnet, we have setup an environment as shown in Fig. 18.
The robot’s body - whose mass ism = 3kg - is placed on top
of a flat steel surface while it is connected to a scale through
an inelastic wire. We create a pull force onto the scale trying
to lift the robot off the surface. At the time the robot is about
to be off the surface, the force applied to the scale is equal
to the sum of robot’s weight and the magnetic pull force.
Denote Fpull as the force we applied onto the scale, M is the
value shown on the scale while P is the weight of robot’s
body, and Fmag is the magnetic force. With g = 10m/s2,
P = mg = 30N and Fpull = Mg = 10M , we can calculate
magnetic adhesive force as follows

Fpull = P + Fm ⇒ Fm = Fpull − P

⇒ Fmag = 10M − 3(N). (18)

4.1.2 Dynamic Condition

We also measure the adhesive force of the robot in moving
state as shown Fig. 19 (robot moves from right to left). Each
measurement is conducted three times as shown in Fig. 20.
In average, the adhesive force in dynamic condition is lower
than approximately 10% comparing to static state.

Multiple tests have been conducted to measure the pull
force when the robot’s body is placed on different surfaces.
The first test is on a flat non-coated steel surface, the second
one is on a flat coated steel surface while the third test is
on curve coated steel surfaces (positive and negative sides)
with diameters (D) ranging from 100mm to 900mm. All the
tests are executed three times, and the results are presented
in Figs. 21 and 22.

According to Eq. 14, the magnetic force for each
magnet block should be Fmj

(j = 1 : n) > 3(N)

to avoid sliding and turn-over failure. Since at each
time the robot has 16 magnet blocks, which physically
contact the steel surface, the total required adhesive force
should be greater than 3 × 16 = 48(N). We can see
that in Figs. 21 and 22 the minimum magnetic force is
115(N), which is much greater than the required one,
48(N) with safety factor is around 2.5. Therefore the robot
adheres well on both coated/non-coated flat and curving
surfaces.

4.2 Robot Field Deployment

The outdoor experiments and robot deployments are
conducted on more than 20 steel bridges. Due to limited
space, only some typical climbing examples are shown in
Figs. 23–27. The steel structures have different thicknesses
of paint coated on steel surfaces. Some paint-coated steel

Fig. 20 (Left) testing result on flat surfaces, (right) testing result on coated curving surfaces (cylinder tubes)
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Fig. 21 Magnetic force measurements on coated and non-coated flat
steel surface

Fig. 22 Magnetic force measurements on curving steel surface with diameters (D) ranging from 100mm to 900mm

Table 6 Statistical result
Structrural parameters Decription

Thinnest steel surface 1 (mm)

Smallest steel cylinder diameter 100 (mm)

Thickest coated paint 4 (mm)

Highest nut or bolt area 12 (mm)

Fig. 23 Adhesive and climbing test on a thick paint-coated steel structure: flat surface
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Fig. 24 Adhesive and climbing test on a thin paint-coated steel structure: cylinder shape D=100mm

surfaces are very rusty, some are not clean, and some others
are still in fine condition (minor-rusty). Statistical results
with description of specifications that the robot can work
with is presented in Table 6.

During the experiments, the climbing capability tests are
done on steel bridges and steel structures, and on with
coated or unclean surfaces as seen on Figs. 23, 24, 25,
26 and 27. The robot is able to adhere very well on these
steel structures while climbing with maximum speed is 200
mm/s during 1 hour. Even for the case of curving surface
(Figs. 24 and 25), the robot can still adhere tightly to the
steel structures while performing the climb. For rusty steel
surfaces, it also shows strong climbing capability (Fig. 27).
However, in some very tough conditions, such as bird drops
or high nuts, the robot might loose adhesive force and

can not pass these areas. Robot deployments can be seen
in the submitted video and the ARA lab link: https://ara.
cse.unr.edu/?page id=11 or youtube link: https://youtu.be/
1Wl9Trd3EoM.

The robot is controlled to move and stop at every certain
distance (e.g. 12cm) to capture images of steel surfaces and
do closer investigation on potential crack areas, then send
to the ground station. To enhance steel surface inspection,
acquired images are then stitched together to produce an
overall image of steel surfaces as shown in Fig. 28. The
image stitching is followed by our previously developed
algorithm [41].

In addition to the visual data collection, the robot also
collects Eddy current data as shown in Fig. 29. The survey
is conducted on a 170 x 70 mm area, which contains some

Fig. 25 Adhesive and climbing test on a thin paint-coated steel structure: cylinder shape D=250mm

https://ara.cse.unr.edu/?page_id=11
https://ara.cse.unr.edu/?page_id=11
https://youtu.be/1Wl9Trd3EoM
https://youtu.be/1Wl9Trd3EoM
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Fig. 26 Adhesive and climbing test on a thick paint-coated steel bridge: flat surface

crack areas as shown in Fig. 30a. The robotic arm holds the
Eddy current sensor’s probe and performs a zig-zag path
consisting of four lines. Figure 30b-e shows raw signals
collected in a 13-seconds time frame for each line. We
can see from these plots that at the crack areas, the signal
amplitude is higher. For the ease of illustration, a color
coded map is built as shown in Fig. 31, and we can see
that the Eddy current condition/fatigue crack map has defect
areas (red/yellow color) correlating very well with the crack
areas on the image.

5 Conclusion and FutureWork

This paper presents a new development of a tank-like robot,
which is capable of climbing on different steel structure

shapes to perform inspection and evaluation. The robot
design is implemented and validated on climbing on more
than twenty different steel bridges. During the tests, the
robot is able to firmly adhere on steel structures with
various inclination levels. Rigorous analysis of magnetic
adhesive force has been performed to confirm that the robot
is able to adhere to both flat and curving steel surfaces
in various conditions (coated, non-coated and/or rusty).
Moreover, motor torque analysis to make sure the robot can
win the magnetic adhesive force to move on steel surface
is presented. Various experiments have been conducted
including magnetic force measurement, indoor and outdoor
climbing tests in order to validate the force analysis as well
as the climbing capability of the robot. The results show
that when the magnetic adhesive force requirement is met,
the robot is able to move and transition safely between

Fig. 27 Adhesive and climbing test on a rusty paint-coated steel bridge: flat structure with bolts/nuts
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Fig. 28 Images stitching result:
(Top) 7 individual images taken
by the robot climbing on a
bridge in Fig. 27; (Middle)
Stitching image result from
those 7 individual images;
(Bottom) Closer look (zoom-in)
at some areas, which has serious
rusty condition with holes on the
surface

steel surfaces without any failures. Several sensors are
integrated to support the robot’s navigation as well as data
collection. The rigorous magnetic force analysis can serve
as a framework to calculate and design different types of
steel inspection robots in the future. Inspection data (Eddy
current and visual) is collected and transferred to ground
station for visualization and processing.

Further works can be focusing localization on using
odometry, IMU and visual data, and implementation of
map construction methods as well as visual deep learning-
based crack detection algorithms. The robot can be further
equipped with other NDE sensors (e.g., thermal sensors) for
more in-depth inspection of steel structures. Additionally,
the robot can be further improved to move in circumfer-

Fig. 29 Crack surveying
process. Visual data is acquired
by camera 1 (top-right image).
Operator controls Eddy current
sensor’s probe remotely by a
haptic system (control arm:
bottom-left image) with closer
view from camera 2
(bottom-right image). Eddy
current sensor measures depth
of crack (top-left image), more
detail in Fig. 30
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Fig. 30 a Probe path; b line 4
data; c line 3 data; d line 2 data;
e line 1 data
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Fig. 31 a Image of an inspected area with cracks on it; b Fatigue crack map from Eddy current sensor showing defect areas with red/yellow color,
corresponding well with the crack areas on the image

ential directions on small diameter cylinder-like objects.
Beyond steel bridge inspection, this robot can be applied
for inspection of oil tank, pipeline, and other civil facilities.
A collaborative algorithm can be developed to employ
multiple robots for faster inspecting a large steel bridge or
structure.
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